
Services Overview
Audit Link as a service has been in business since May 2008. 
True to its commitment, Audit Link reduces the added work 
imposed by regulations and compliance. Factors inherent in 
changing regulations mandate continuous training and 
frequent exposure to compliance issues with applied auditor 
solutions. The forecast indicates greater focus in these areas, 
with stringent penalties for violators. Consequently, this 
places a higher degree of accountability on your staff to 
assure these regulatory requirements are met. This increases 
day-to-day activities at an alarming rate absorbing time that 
should be devoted to serving your members.

Each month, Audit Link provides you and your staff 
with an Executive Summary stating the auditing  
activities performed with their outcomes. Written 
recommendations seek to improve your internal 
procedures and provide ongoing training.



Since signing on with Audit Link 2 years ago, 
Northern Hills FCU has saved thousands of dollars 

in compliance and audit services.  
Audit Link performs the daily log management 
and saves us  time by helping us concentrate 

on only those transactions that require 
further scrutiny.   They help us keep pace 

with the regulatory changes on the horizon 
and provide valuable advice about potential 

changes we need to implement.

- Cindy Griffin, CEO
                                                      Northern Hills Federal Credit Union

What We Do
Audit Link is dedicated to improving your credit union’s ability to 
meet regulatory and compliance requirements.

Our professionals are educated and experienced in all areas of 
compliance, auditing and core system processes.  Our mission is to 
deliver specialized services that enable your institution to meet 
regulatory guidelines pertaining to policies, procedures, member 
disclosures and supporting data processing configurations. 

Our clients find that partnering with Audit Link provides 
them with piece of mind in a strict and rapidly evolving 
regulatory environment.   - Jim Vilker



Who We Are
Audit Link is your execution 
arm for tackling auditing and 
compliance-related requirements 
and the supporting core system 
processes driving your operations.  
Credit Unions that work with 
Audit Link gain confidence 
knowing they have implemented 
effective procedures and controls 
to be in compliance with 
regulatory requirements.

Discover More
Visit us online at: 
auditlink.cuanswers.com to learn 
more about our offered products 
and services, or call 
800-327-3478 and ask to speak 
with an Audit Link Advisor today!
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Patrick Sickels,
Internal Auditor
Patrick Sickels began his career as an attorney, and quickly branched out into the 
technological services industry, where he used his legal skills to help companies manage 
their compliance requirements.  Patrick used these skills to develop into a classically 
trained auditor and risk manager.  At CU*Answers, Patrick’s background of law and 
technology make him uniquely suited to assist credit union clients in managing their risk 
requirements with a minimum of cost.  

Patrick is a licensed Certification Information 
Systems Auditor (CISA), and is pursuing the 
Certified in Risk and Information Systems 
Control (CRISC) designation.  Patrick has done 

extensive work in designing risk models and control frameworks for a vast 
array of commercial, manufacturing, and financial firms.  Patrick’s specialty 
is the design of compliance models which meet legal standards at the lowest 
                possible cost for the organization.

Marsha Sapino, AAP
Audit Link Associate

With more than 14 years’ experience in the credit 
union industry, Marsha offers the AuditLink team a 
wealth of finance savvy and credit union expertise. 

Marsha began her career with Meijer Credit Union, 
where she started as a teller. Her initiative and 
diligence soon won her a position in the operations 
department, where she honed her skills in finance. 
Management quickly recognized Marsha’s leadership 
skills and invited her to take on the role of assistant 
manager of the Member Services department, where 
she worked with tellers and call center representatives. 

With her meticulous attention to detail and her 
insightful nature, Marsha eventually caught the eye of 
the auditing department, to which she was promoted 
to the position of Compliance and BSA Officer, a role 
in which she quickly became an expert in the tasks of 
investigating  BSA activity, monitoring dormant 
accounts, and providing advice on SAR and CTR forms.

Marsha’s education is as extensive as her auditing 
acumen. In 2008, she earned her Accredited ACH 
Professional (AAP) Certification.  Additionally, Marsha 
is currently pursuing a BSA Certification.

Marsha’s comprehensive background in auditing, 
coupled with her enterprising nature, make her an 
asset to the AuditLink Team, where she has proved 
invaluable in her primary role of performing ACH and 
BSA audits.   

Jim Vilker, NCCO
Since joining the credit union industry in 1985, Jim 
Vilker has been a strong advocate of managing and 
educating staff in compliance and audit functions. He 
launched his career as an examiner where he gained 
knowledge and depth of insight into regulatory 
compliance requirements of credit unions. Jim studied 
a broad scope of business and operational procedures 
leading to a deep understanding of best practices 
significant to credit union audit activities.

Over the next eight years Jim was actively entrenched 
in the business as Executive Vice President of a credit 
union. Jim has earned his NCCO certification through 
specialization in the field of auditing and compliance. 
His software product of choice serving as the 
compliance and auditing tool, was the forerunner of 
the current CU*BASE.

Jim’s tenure at CU*Answers began in 1998 where his 
knowledge and skills were immediately recognized as 
the CUSO’s resident advisor on regulatory compliance 
and audit functions. Jim has been instrumental in 
developing the strategic Audit Link business, educating 
clients through an online Advisor newsletter and 
designing premier training plans for clients of Audit 
Link and internal staff of CU*Answers’ credit unions. 
His experience in working with clients and CU*BASE 
tools uniquely qualifies him to write and instruct in the 
monitoring of regulated activities.
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BSA Review 
This service analyzes and assesses your credit 
union’s risk based on implemented BSA/AML 
programs using available CU*BASE tools and 
configuration options.  This independent review is 
performed by experienced personnel who not only 
understand regulatory requirements but also have 
comprehensive knowledge of the core 
system – providing the unique ability to effectively 
recommend specialized processes and tool 
applications to meet your credit union’s compliance 
objectives.  This is a required review based upon 
regulatory guidelines that should be performed 
internally every 12 to 18 months.  

ACH Review
Enlist an Audit Link Compliance Expert to conduct 
your Annual ACH Audit. During this process both 
receiving and originating activities are examined as 
well as review of risk exposure due to customer 
service and treasury payment activities. A 
comprehensive report is provided so that you may 
certify your audit by reviewing each risk exposure 
point. 

Audit Link Upfront Engagement
This is a two to three-day onsite visit, designed to 
be a complete review of credit union policies and 
procedures pertaining to member interaction and 
service offerings that are governed by 
consumer-related government regulatory agencies.  
This comprehensive engagement includes review of 
all credit union policies, practices, employee security 
settings, member disclosures and supporting core 
system configurations.  Some of the areas examined 
include Truth and Savings disclosures, Funds 
Availability policies and credit union reserve 
requirements. 

Concentration Risk Analysis
Five step process which includes the upfront 
analysis of portfolio segmentation, data identifica-
tion, redesign of ALL calculations, determination of 
model variables, and economic drivers will be 
determined.  Steps two and three involve classifica-
tion in accordance with their specific segments and 
changing security codes.  And step four and five 
involve testing and determining risk, board approved 
limits, and generating the final reports.

CU*BASE Application Security Reviews
One of the most painstaking tasks a security officer 
performs is the review of all employee access points 
to the CU*BASE platform. In many cases it is just 
an issue of finding the dedicated time to sit down 
and review every menu option each employee has 
been granted and adjust according to job 
description, risk, and segregation of duty. Audit Link 
can help. Our team has performed reviews for credit 
unions for over 5 years and can help you 
systematically review, evaluated, and update your 
security with a constant theme of risk mitigation 
and employee efficiency. Depending upon the size 
of the credit union these sessions last between four 
and eight hours. No travel is required as they are 
completed via web conference.     

Audit and Compliance Services



Dormancy Reduce & Re-engagement 
Program

The objective of the two part Dormancy Reduce 
and Re-engagement program is to reduce a credit 
union’s dormancy file and the amount escheated to 
the state while financially re-engaging inactive 
members.  In order to fulfill the objectives of this 
program, both Audit Link compliance specialists 
and the Xtension Call Center participate in the 
execution.  

Duration Analysis
ALM model assumptions are under intense scrutiny 
by regulators and proving and understanding those 
assumptions will determine the overall evaluation of 
your ALM program. An important component of 
ALM, NEV, is one of those calculations where 
assumptions play a critical role in the math which is 
used to derive that crucial number. Average duration 
of each non-term share account is one of the 
variables which regulators are honing in on and since 
the OTC no longer exists there are no national 
standards which can be utilized to back your 
assumptions up. That is where Audit Link can help.     
Audit Link utilizes the flagship CU*BASE account 
retention dashboards to analyze and provide you 
with solid average duration statistics which feed 
your ALM model. Best of all we use your data to 
prove the duration numbers.    

Audit Link Full Service Monitoring 
This series of activities provides full daily and 
monthly performance and monitoring of tedious 
activities that your credit union performs to ensure 
compliance including: 

• Bank Secrecy Act Report (BSA) review for 
  completion and accuracy

• Currency Transaction Report  (CTR) review 
  for completion and accuracy

• BSA weekly review to identify evidence of 
  structuring with recommendations for SAR 
  report if needed

• Wire transfer log review with Suspicious
  Activity Reporting (SAR) recommendations

• OFAC report creation and recommendations 
  for internal review

• Review and reporting of employee accounts for 
  identification of suspicious activity

• Dormant account activity and transaction 
  verification

• Monthly preparation of Executive Summary 
  outlining monitored activities and findings. 

• Monitoring of teller activity to identify suspicious 
  activity such as reversals involving cash

• High-risk account reporting

                Any of these services 
          may be contracted separately 
                  as an individual service.  

Contact us to request a personalized cost 
proposal based upon your credit union’s 
specific need.  Popular periodic activities 
enlisted on a per-piece basis include 
Dormancy Account Activity Monitoring 
and Employee Activity Audit Review. 

Audit and Compliance Monitoring Services
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$4,000
$1,250
$1,000

Bid Based on Complexity
$1,250

$1,500
$2,000
$3,000
$3,500

$400
$2,100
$1,250

RDFI Only: $1,100
ODFI:   $1,800

Audit Link Upfront Engagement
 Annual Update
 3 year discount
Information Security Review and Risk Assessment
Audit eLink 
Concentration Risk Analysis
 $0-$50M
 $50.1M-$100M
 $100.1M-$300M
 $300.1M and above
 
 Annual Review
     (10% Discount for Signing Up for 3 Years)  

 Quarterly Runs

BSA & ACH Reviews  (10% Discount for Signing Up for 3 Years) 
 BSA Review 
 ACH Review

CU*BASE App. Security Reviews

Duration Analysis

Audit Link Full Service Monitoring

Ad Hoc Services

Pricing

Services       <$25 m           $25 - $60 m         $61 - $125 m           >$126 m
BSA             $40.00             $75.00                $90.00    $110.00
Dormancy            $20.00             $30.00                $40.00    $50.00
File Maintenance       $30.00             $60.00                $80.00    $90.00
Reversals            $20.00             $30.00                $40.00    $40.00
Wires             $10.00             $15.00                $20.00    $30.00
Employee Review       $40.00             $75.00                $90.00    $110.00
OFAC             $10.00             $15.00                $20.00    $30.00
Total             $170.00             $300.00                $380.00   $460.00

 <$25 m           $25 - $60 m     $61 - $125 m         >$126 m
$100/week $200/week $250/week $300/week

# of Employees       <20         21-40        41-75        >75
                         $500         $750        $1,000         $custom bid

 <$50m      $50-$100m     $100-$350m       $350-$750      >$750   
 $1,250           $1,750         $2,000             $2,500           $custom bid

 <$50m      $50-$100m     $100-$300m      >$300
 $1,000           $1,250         $2,000       $2,500



Audit Link
CU*Answers Management Services

6000 28th Street SE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49525
(800) 327-3478

auditlink.cuanswers.com

Discover more!
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